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This engaging, conversational book introduces all the anatomy, physiology, and pathology concepts that students must
master to succeed in the health professions. ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, & DISEASE: AN INTERACTIVE JOURNEY
FOR HEALTH PROFESSIONS, 3/e is designed to promote true understanding, not mere memorization, and to help
students make the lasting connections they need to thrive as practitioners. Throughout, well-placed "Pathology
Connections" sections tightly link A&P concepts to pathologic processes. Analogies help students compare the human
body to objects and processes they already understand, and illustrations and visual features support the visual learning
style many of them prefer. This edition adds new web-based animations, videos, and interactive exercises to its fully
integrated website. It also offers an easier-to-navigate text design; enriched illustrations and new photographs; and a new
chapter on biochemistry. Note: This is just the standalone book.
For courses in Two-Semester A&P. Using Art Effectively with the Most Visual Approach to A&P Visual Anatomy &
Physiology combines a one-of-a-kind visual approach with a modular organization that uniquely meets the needs of
today's students--without sacrificing the comprehensive coverage of A&P topics required for careers in nursing and other
allied health professions. The 3rd Edition presents key new features based on recent research about how students use
and digest visual information. New modules in the first chapter emphasize how to use art effectively when studying; new
Integrated Figure Questions increases the likelihood that students will spend time viewing the art and prompts them to
consider what they have just learned; and new SmartArt Videos, accessible via QR code in the book, help students
navigate key, complex pieces of art on some of the toughest topics. New Interactive Physiology 2.0 tutorials, SmartArt
Video Activities, and a mobile-friendly eText expand the options for students to use Mastering(tm) A&P as an effective
practice and learning tool. Also available with Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) A&P is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to engage students and improve results. Instructors ensure that students arrive ready to
learn by assigning educationally effective content before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with in-class
resources such as Learning Catalytics(tm). Students can further master concepts after class through assignments that
provide hints and answer-specific feedback. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn,
understand, and retain even the most difficult concepts. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P,
ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for
more information.
For one-semester Anatomy & Physiologycourses. The right balance of anatomy, physiology, andclinical coverage
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Essentialsof Human Anatomy & Physiology helps students focus on the essentials ofA&P, without getting sidetracked in
unnecessary details. The brief andaccessible text combines short, easy-to-read chapters with easy-to-followfigures to
provide a near-perfect level and depth of content that students needto succeed in the one-semester A&P course. The
authors’ hallmark clear andfriendly writing style features familiar analogies and abundant mnemonic cuesto help
students learn and remember concepts. The 13th Edition presentsnew study tools at the end of each chapter and new
digital resources to helpstudents study more efficiently than ever before, saving them both time andmoney.
Were you looking for the book with access to MasteringA&P? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with
access to MasteringA&P. Buy the book and access card package to save money on this resource. Celebrated for its
precise and flawless illustrations, time-saving navigation and study tools, and engaging clinical content, Essentials of
Anatomy & Physiology is crafted especially for students with no prior knowledge of anatomy & physiology and little
science background. The Sixth Edition is the most readable, visually effective, and career-motivating edition to date. New
Spotlight figures integrate brief text and visuals for easy reading. New Career Paths, based on interviews with people
working in key healthcare occupations, bring students in on the everyday work world of healthcare practitioners with a
goal toward informing and motivating them about their own future healthcare careers. This book is geared toward
students enrolled in a one-semester A&P course. This package contains: Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology, Sixth
Edition
For the two-semester A&P course. Equipping learners with 21st-century skills to succeed in A&P and beyond Human
Anatomy & Physiology, by best-selling authors Elaine Marieb and Katja Hoehn, motivates and supports learners at every
level, from novice to expert, equipping them with 21st century skills to succeed in A&P and beyond. Each carefully paced
chapter guides students in advancing from mastering A&P terminology to applying knowledge in clinical scenarios, to
practicing the critical thinking and problem-solving skills required for entry to nursing, allied health, and exercise science
programs. From the very first edition, Human Anatomy & Physiology has been recognized for its engaging,
conversational writing style, easy-to-follow figures, and its unique clinical insights. The 11th Edition continues the authors'
tradition of innovation, building upon what makes this the text used by more schools than any other A&P title and
addressing the most effective ways students learn. Unique chapter-opening roadmaps help students keep sight of "big
picture" concepts for organizing information; memorable, familiar analogies describe and explain structures and
processes clearly and simply; an expanded number of summary tables and Focus Figures help learners focus on
important details and processes; and a greater variety and range of self-assessment questions help them actively learn
and apply critical thinking skills. To help learners prepare for future careers in health care, Career Connection Videos and
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Homeostatic Imbalance discussions have been updated, and end-of-chapter Clinical Case Studies have been extensively
reworked to include new NCLEX-Style questions. Mastering A&P is not included. Students, if Mastering A&P is a
recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN. Mastering A&P
should only be purchased when required by an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
information. Reach every student by pairing this text with Mastering A&P Mastering(tm) is the teaching and learning
platform that empowers you to reach every student. By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible
platform, Mastering personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student.
Cindy Stanfield’s hallmark clear and precise writing style in Principles of Human Physiology is complemented by an
outstanding art program that is designed to maximize student learning and retention. The text integrates clinical
connections and stimulating critical thinking questions in a clear and engaging visual presentation that makes it easy for
students to learn, understand, and apply key physiological processes. The new Fifth Edition includes Health Facts and
Functional Facts margin icons and a revitalized art program that focuses students’ attention on the most important
concepts. Focus on Diabetes boxes illustrate systems integration and highlight the important role of physiology in
understanding this disease.
This package contains the following components: -0135077591: Core Concepts in Pharmacology -0135149886: Unlocking Medical
Terminology -0135153875: Professionalism in Healthcare: A Primer for Career Success -0132050730: Anatomy, Physiology, &
Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professionals -0135038103: Gerontological Nursing: The Essential Guide to Clinical
Practice -013504099X: Comprehensive Nursing Care -0135041007: Study Guide for Comprehensive Nursing Care -0135034582:
MyNursingLab for the Practical/Vocational Nurse (text + access code)
Were you looking for the book with access to MasteringA&P? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with access to
MasteringA&P. Buy Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology with MasteringA&P access card 11e (ISBN 9781292057590) if
you need access to Mastering as well, and save money on this brilliant resource. A Bestseller Revitalized with a Modern Design
and Robust Media Now in its Eleventh Edition, the best-selling Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology continues to set the
standard for one-semester A&P texts. With her hallmark clear and friendly writing style and meaningful analogies, Elaine Marieb
emphasizes the relevance of anatomy & physiology to students’ lives and future careers. The book continues to offer just the right
balance of anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage to make the content complete, but not overwhelming. New clinical photos in
the Homeostatic Imbalance feature help students visualize diseases and disorders, and new integrated Concept Links help
students make connections across topics and body systems. A new, more modern design makes the book more accessible than
ever, and new specific references to MasteringA&P direct students to study tools and resources that reinforce their understanding
of chapter concepts. Written specifically for the one-semester course, this text presents a superior teaching and learning
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experience for you and your students. The program allows you to: Bring A&P concepts to life and provide real-world context: A
dramatic art and photo program features 3-D anatomy illustrations, process figures with descriptive step text, realistic bone art,
illustrated tables, and new clinical photographs in the Homeostatic Imbalance feature. Help students study and retain information:
Effective pedagogy, including new Concept Links, Did You Get It? concept check questions, figure questions, and end-of-chapter
review questions help students study and retain the information they need. Personalize learning with MasteringA&P (optional
purchase): MasteringA&P provides students with engaging experiences that coach them through tough topics in A&P, with tools
that help them visualize, practice, and understand A&P. Instructors can easily assign a wide range of question and activity types
for automatic grading. New for the Eleventh Edition, learning outcomes and Homeostatic Imbalance features are now numbered
for easy assignment in MasteringA&P. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringA&P does not come packaged
with this content. MasteringA&P is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
MasteringA&P® is not included. Students, if MasteringA&P is a recommended/mandatory component of the course, please ask
your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. MasteringA&P should only be purchased when required by an instructor.
Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more informaiton. MasteringA&P is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment product designed to improve results by helping students quickly master concepts. Students benefit from self-paced
tutorials that feature immediate wrong-answer feedback and hints that emulate the office-hour experience to help keep students on
track. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain
tough course concepts. You can benefit from MasteringA&P at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the
book and an access card for MasteringA&P: Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology with MasteringA&P access card 11e
(ISBN 9781292057590). Alternatively, buy access to MasteringA&P and the eText – an online version of the book. For educator
access, contact your Pearson Account Manager.
For one-semester Anatomy & Physiology courses. Focus on the essential what, how, & why of human anatomy & physiology With
the 12th Edition of Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology, science educator Suzanne Keller joins bestselling author Elaine
Marieb in helping learners focus on the essential What, How, & Why of A&P, without getting sidetracked in unnecessary details.
Thoroughly updated with dozens of new figures, photos, and current information on medical recommendations and terminology,
the 12th Edition continues to set the standard for brief, accessible one-semester A&P texts. The authors’ hallmark clear and
friendly writing style has been strengthened with familiar analogies and abundant mnemonic cues that help students learn and
remember concepts. Continuing to offer just the right balance of anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage, engaging new
chapter previews help learners hone in on what structures and functions they are studying, how they function, and why they are
important to learn. Mastering™ A&P not included. Students, if Mastering A&P is a recommended/mandatory component of the
course, please ask your instructor for the correct ISBN and course ID. Mastering A&P should only be purchased when required by
an instructor. Instructors, contact your Pearson rep for more information. Mastering A&P is an online homework, tutorial, and
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assessment program designed to engage students and improve results. Instructors ensure that students arrive ready to learn by
assigning educationally effective content before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with in-class resources such
as Learning Catalytics™. Students can further master concepts after class through assignments that provide hints and answerspecific feedback. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even the most
difficult concepts.
Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease presents anatomy and physiology in the context of a journey to keep students engaged and
interested. Features include an exciting chapter on biochemistry that helps students understand the relationship between
chemistry and living organisms. Updated, full-color illustrations and photos provide real-world examples for learners. Incorporating
the latest research and clinical information, updated features include Amazing Body Facts, Clinical Application, and Pharmacology
Corners. Hands-on activities at the end of each chapter reinforce what students are learning while supporting curriculum
standards.
For courses in introductory microbiology. Explore the invisible world of microbiology and why it matters to human life Known for its
unique art program and conversational writing style, Robert Bauman's Microbiology with Diseases by Taxonomy consistently
emphasizes why microbiology matters, especially in health care. The taxonomic organization of the disease chapters (Chapters
19-27) presents microbial diseases by type of pathogenic microbe, helping students recognize shared characteristics among
categories of microbes. The 6th Edition presents a revitalized and strengthened pedagogical framework based on how students
learn best. Checkpoints appear throughout the text and direct students to interactive versions of text features in Mastering
Microbiology. The interactive features provide just-in-time remediation that helps fill skill gaps and gives students immediate
feedback on their progress with the material. New interactive concept maps provide opportunities for students to construct their
knowledge and can be assigned in Mastering Microbiology. To emphasize how our understanding of microbiology is constantly
expanding, the new edition integrates cutting-edge microbiology research that is critical for today's students. New Research on
Microbial metabolism is introduced in Chapter 5 as well as recent findings on recombinant DNA technology and CRISPR
technique are found in Chapter 8. Also available with Mastering Microbiology By combining trusted author content with digital tools
and a flexible platform, Mastering personalizes the learning experience and improves results for each student. Mastering
Microbiology provides tutorials, animations and career relevant applications that enable students to see the invisible world of
microbiology, to master key microbiology concepts, and to apply those concepts to human life. Note: You are purchasing a
standalone product; Mastering Microbiology does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this
title with Mastering Microbiology, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your
Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and Mastering Microbiology
search for: 013515992X / 9780135159927 Microbiology with Diseases by Taxonomy Plus Mastering Microbiology with Pearson
eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0134832302 / 9780134832302 Microbiology with Diseases by Taxonomy
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0134999517 / 9780134999517 Mastering Microbiology with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Microbiology with
Diseases by Taxonomy
For one-semester Anatomy & Physiology courses. Focus on the Essential What, How, & Why of Human Anatomy & Physiology
With the 12th Edition of Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology, science educator Suzanne Keller joins bestselling author
Elaine Marieb in helping learners focus on the essential What, How, & Why of A&P, without getting sidetracked in unnecessary
details. Thoroughly updated with dozens of new figures, photos, and current information on medical recommendations and
terminology, the 12th Edition continues to set the standard for brief, accessible one-semester A&P texts. The authors’ hallmark
clear and friendly writing style has been strengthened with familiar analogies and abundant mnemonic cues that help in learning
and remembering concepts. Continuing to offer just the right balance of anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage, engaging new
chapter previews help learners hone in on what structures and functions they are studying, how they function, and why they are
important to learn. Also available with Mastering A&P or as a standalone Pearson eText Mastering™ A&P is an online homework,
tutorial, and assessment program designed to engage students and improve results. Instructors ensure that students arrive ready
to learn by assigning educationally effective content before class, and encourage critical thinking and retention with in-class
resources such as Learning Catalytics™. Students can further master concepts after class through assignments that provide hints
and answer-specific feedback. With a wide range of activities available, students can actively learn, understand, and retain even
the most difficult concepts. New vocabulary-building activities and Interactive Physiology 2.0 tutorials expand the options for
students to use Mastering A&P as an effective practice and learning tool. Pearson eText allows educators to easily share their own
notes with students so they see the connection between their reading and what they learn in class—motivating them to keep
reading, and keep learning. Portable access lets students study on the go, even offline. And, reading analytics offer insight into
how students use the eText, helping educators tailor their instruction. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with Mastering A&P or as a Pearson eText, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and
Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and Mastering A&P, search for: 0134394194 / 9780134394190 Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology Plus Mastering
A&P with eText -- Access Card Package, 12/e Package consists of: 0134395328 / 9780134395326 Essentials of Human Anatomy
& Physiology 0134555112 / 9780134555119 Mastering A&P with Pearson eText -- ValuePack Access Card -- for Essentials of
Human Anatomy & Physiology If you would like to purchase the Pearson eText, search for: 0135213037 / 9780135213032
Pearson eText Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology -- Access Card OR 0135213010 / 9780135213018 Pearson eText
Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology -- Instant Access Mastering A&P and Pearson eText should only be purchased when
required by an instructor.
Note:¿You are purchasing a standalone product; MasteringMicrobiology does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to
purchase¿both¿the physical text and MasteringMicrobiology search for ISBN-10: 032191838X / ISBN-13: 9780321918383. That package
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includes ISBN-10: 032191855X /ISBN-13: 9780321918550 and ISBN-10: 0321943708 / ISBN-13: 9780321943705. ¿ MasteringMicrobiology
is not a self-paced technology and should only be purchased when required by an instructor.¿ ¿ ¿ xxxxxxxxxxxx For pre-nursing and allied
health students (including mixed-majors courses). Explore the invisible Robert Bauman’s Microbiology with Diseases by Body System,
Fourth Edition retains the hallmark art program and clear writing style that have made his books so successful. The Fourth Edition
encourages you to visualize the invisible with new QR codes linking to 18 Video Tutors and 6 Disease in Depth features that motivate you to
interact with microbiology content and explore microbiology further. The continued focus on real-world clinical situations prepares you for
future opportunities in applied practice and healthcare careers. A more robust MasteringMicrobiology® program works with the text to provide
an interactive learning and personalized experience that ensures you learn microbiology both in and out of the classroom. Microbiology with
Diseases by Body System Plus MasteringMicrobiology provides an enhanced learning experience. This program provides the ability to:
Personalize learning with MasteringMicrobiology: MasteringMicrobiology coaches you through the toughest microbiology topics. Engaging
tools help you visualize, practice, and understand crucial content. Think outside the classroom: QR codes in the textbook enable you to use
your smartphone or tablet to instantly interact with Dr. Bauman in step-by-step tutorials and explore important developments in microbiology
news and research. Focus on critical thinking: Case studies and engaging activities improve your ability to solve problems by keeping you
interested. Teach tough topics with superior art: Outstanding art integration through video tutorials, illustrations, and micrographs enables you
to absorb and retain difficult microbiology concepts.¿ ¿ ¿ ¿
ALERT: If you are purchasing the electronic version, MasteringA&P does not come automatically packaged with the text. If you would like to
purchase both the physical text and MyLab/Mastering search for ISBN-10: 0321918754/ ISBN-13: 9780321918758. That package includes
ISBN-10: 0321919009/ ISBN-13: 9780321919007 and ISBN-10: 0321957121 / ISBN-13: 9780321957122. XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX Now in its
Eleventh Edition, the best-selling Essentials of Human Anatomy and Physiology continues to set the standard for one-semester A&P texts.
With her hallmark clear and friendly writing style and meaningful analogies, Elaine Marieb emphasizes the relevance of anatomy & physiology
to your life and future career. The book continues to offer just the right balance of anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage to make the
content complete, but not overwhelming. New clinical photos in the Homeostatic Imbalance feature help you visualize diseases and disorders
and new integrated Concept Links help you make connections across topics and body systems. A new, more modern design makes the book
more accessible than ever. Written specifically for the one-semester course, this text presents a superior teaching and learning experience for
you. The program allows you to: Bring A&P concepts to life and provide real-world context: A dramatic art and photo program features 3-D
anatomy illustrations, process figures with descriptive step text, realistic bone art, illustrated tables, and new clinical photographs in the
Homeostatic Imbalance feature. Help with Studying and Retaining Information: Effective pedagogy, including new Concept Links, Did You
Get It? concept check questions, figure questions, and end-of-chapter review questions help you study and retain the information you need.
For courses in anatomy & physiology for health professions, and comprehensive medical assisting. Where A&P meets pathology: A
stimulating exploration Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professionals provides an engaging introduction to
interrelationships in A&P and pathology, with emphasis on clinical applications. Conversational and humorous, the text uses real-world
analogies to enable true understanding - rather than memorization - and to create lasting connections. The 3rd edition presents the latest
research and clinical applications in human A&P, plus new visual aids and practice opportunities. A student workbook, available separately,
offers interactive exam prep resources, including concept maps and crossword puzzles. New! Also available with MyLab Health Professions
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By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab(TM) personalizes the learning experience and improves
results for each student. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab does not come packaged with this content. Students, if
interested in purchasing this title with MyLab, ask your instructor to confirm the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab, search for: 0135188881 /
9780135188880 Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professionals Plus MyLab Health Professions with
Pearson eText -- Access Card Package, 3/e Package consists of: 0134876369 / 9780134876368 Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease: An
Interactive Journey for Health Professionals, 3/e 0134880196 / 9780134880198 MyLab Health Professions with Pearson eText--Access
Card--for Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease, 3/e
Pearson eText gives students access to the text whenever and wherever they can access the Internet. The eText pages look exactly like the
printed text, and include powerful interactive and customization functions. This does not include the actual bound book. Now in its Tenth
Edition, Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology continues to set the standard for short-course A&P texts. Its dramatically updated art
program, more streamlined presentation of material, and integration of chapter objectives will help allied health students better visualize and
understand the structure and function of the human body. Elaine Marieb's clear and friendly writing style emphasizes the relevance of
anatomy & physiology to students' lives and future careers. The book clarifies concepts, defines key terms, and offers just the right balance of
anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage to make the content complete without being overwhelming. While many authors merely condense
a two-semester text to meet a one-semester need, Elaine Marieb wrote this book specifically for the one-semester course and continues to
carefully select a range of material that proves just right for the shorter course. New information on hot topics like the HPV Vaccine, Infantile
Polycystic Kidney disease, and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) draws students into the material, while a flexible topic structure allows
instructors to choose a chapter sequence to meet virtually any need.
Based upon the popular college text Essentials of Anatomy and Physiology, 4e by Fredric H. Martini and Edwin F. Bartholomew, Dr. Bledsoe
has taken this work and added clinical correlations and applications specific to emergency care. Anatomy & Physiology for Emergency Care
2e presents material in a clear, concise format and places emphasis on essential fundamental concepts, applications and terminology.
Innovative EMS content and pedagogical elements make this an excellent choice for brief A&P courses that build a foundation of essential
knowledge in human anatomy and physiology. This material provides a framework for interpreting and applying information that can be used
in problem-solving, as well as an introduction to common injuries and illnesses in a manner that will reinforce basic anatomy and physiology
principles.
This package contains: 0132865661: Anatomy, Physiology, and Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professions 0132866358: Student
Workbook for Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professions
For all courses on pharmacology in nursing programs. This up-to-date text helps nursing students master pharmacology by tightly linking it to
therapeutic goals and patient wellness. Organized by body systems (units) and diseases (chapters), PHARMACOLOGY FOR NURSES: A
PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC APPROACH, 4/e provides complete information on the drug classifications used to treat each disease class.
Students can easily locate all relevant anatomy, physiology, pathology, and pharmacology in the same chapter where each drug is discussed.
Exclusive Nursing Process Focus features clearly and concisely relates pharmacotherapy to patient assessment, nursing diagnoses, planning
patient outcomes, implementing patient-centered care, and evaluating the outcomes. This new Fourth Edition links pharmacology to patient
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care through exceptionally accurate, attractive graphics, rich media resources, extensive self-assessment tools, and features covering
complementary medicine; diverse patient/lifestyle considerations; and evidence-based practice.It has been thoroughly updated to reflect
current pharmacologic drugs, drug classes, processes, mechanisms, and warnings; and the newest QSEN competencies and NCLEX
question formats.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- Now in its Tenth Edition, Essentials of Human Anatomy & Physiology continues to
set the standard for short-course A&P texts. Its dramatically updated art program, more streamlined presentation of material, and integration
of chapter objectives will help you better visualize and understand the structure and function of the human body. Elaine Marieb's clear and
friendly writing style emphasizes the relevance of anatomy & physiology to your life and future career. The book clarifies concepts, defines
key terms, and offers just the right balance of anatomy, physiology, and clinical coverage to make the content complete without being
overwhelming. Elaine Marieb wrote this book specifically for the one-semester course and continues to carefully select a range of material
that proves just right for the shorter course. New information on hot topics like the HPV Vaccine, Infantile Polycystic Kidney disease, and
Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) draws students into the material.
For all one-semester courses in medical terminology in any institution. Using a consistent, logical, and step-by-step approach, this book
introduces students to the anatomy and physiology of body systems and the corresponding medical terms related to them. For each body
system, broad coverage of anatomy, physiology, pathology, diagnostic procedures, treatment procedures, and pharmacology is provided.
The author emphasizes both terms built from Latin and Greek word parts, and modern English terms, helping students develop a full working
word part vocabulary they can use to interpret any new term. This edition contains many new terms, and has been reorganized for more
efficient learning. To eliminate confusion, Word Building tables have been removed from each chapter and the terms have been distributed
throughout the pathology, diagnostic procedure, and treatment procedure tables, where they are more immediately relevant to students.
Student supplement associated with: Anatomy, Physiology, & Disease: An Interactive Journey for Health Professions, 2/e Jeff J. Ankney,
University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown Karen Lee, University of Pittsburgh, Johnstown Bruce J. Colbert ISBN: 0132865661
This book presents the basic principles of human disease, organized by human organ system. It provides practical information for both health
career and non-professional readers--unlike other books, which are generally too high level or specialized for this purpose. New to this edition
are: new diagnostic tests and lab procedures; enhanced coverage in treatment and diagnostic sections in disorders to include common
treatments and general pharm options; increased coverage of disease statistics, prevalencies, risk factors for diseases and conditions;
addition of prevention and aging to Diseases at a Glance table at the end of each chapter; A new page will be added at the end of each
chapter which walks the readers through the multimedia resources that are available for each chapter; and much more!
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Preceded by Anatomy and physiology for health professions / Bruce J. Colbert, Jeff Ankney, Karen T. Lee. 2nd ed. c2011.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several
versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and registrations
are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or renting from
companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used
book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access
codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase. -- This up-to-date text helps nursing students master pharmacology by tightly linking
it to therapeutic goals and patient wellness. Organized by body systems (units) and diseases (chapters), PHARMACOLOGY FOR NURSES:
A PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC APPROACH, 4/e provides complete information on the drug classifications used to treat each disease class.
Students can easily locate all relevant anatomy, physiology, pathology, and pharmacology in the same chapter where each drug is discussed.
Exclusive Nursing Process Focus features clearly and concisely relates pharmacotherapy to patient assessment, nursing diagnoses, planning
patient outcomes, implementing patient-centered care, and evaluating the outcomes. This new Fourth Edition links pharmacology to patient
care through exceptionally accurate, attractive graphics, rich media resources, extensive self-assessment tools, and features covering
complementary medicine; diverse patient/lifestyle considerations; and evidence-based practice. It has been thoroughly updated to reflect
current pharmacologic drugs, drug classes, processes, mechanisms, and warnings; and the newest QSEN competencies and NCLEX
question formats. 0133439356 / 9780133439359 Pharmacology for Nurses: A Pathophysiologic Approach Plus NEW MyNursingLab with
Pearson eText (24-month access) -- Access Card Package Package consists of: 0133026183 / 9780133026184 Pharmacology for Nurses: A
Pathophysiologic Approach 013349781X / 9780133497816 NEW MyNursingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Pharmacology for
Nurses (24-month access)
Anatomy, Physiology, and DiseaseHigh School EditionAnatomy, Physiology, and DiseaseAn Interactive Journey for Health
ProfessionalsPearson
Ross en Wilson is de eerste keuze van reeds meer dan een miljoen studenten sinds de eerste publicatie meer dan 50 jaar geleden. Als een
van de meest populaire handboeken voor anatomie en fysiologie introduceert het de systemen en functies van het menselijk lichaam en de
effecten van ziektes en aandoeningen op het normaal functioneren van het lichaam. Meer dan eender welk handboek is Ross and Wilson
gekenmerkt door het gebruik van heldere taal aangevuld met kleurrijke illustraties en een groot aanbod van interactieve online-activiteiten
voor een boeiende leerervaring. Ross and Wilson is noodzakelijk studie en leesmateriaal voor ieder in de ziekenzorg en vooral voor
professionelen in opleiding in de verpleging en aanverwande beroepen, complementaire/alternatieve geneeskunde of voor paramedici en
ambulancepersoneel. Zorvuldig herwerkte tekst zonder onnodige details om verwarring bij de student, nieuw aan dit leervak, te vermijden
Vele duidelijke illustraties in kleur met diagrammen en foto's Reeks van paragrafen, punten- en bulletlijst helpen bij het leren en herhalen van
de leerstof Leerdoelen voor paragrafen in elk hoofdstuk Lijst met veel gebruikte voorzetsels, achtervoegsels en woordstammen in anatomie
en fysiologie Appendix met biologische waarden als referentie Toegang tot extra electronische bronnen, inclusief animaties, inkleur
oefeningen, studies, zelftestactiviteiten , en weblinks Volledig herziende tekst met focus op de meest voorkomende aandoeningen Nieuwe
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paragrafen over de invloed van het verouderen op de lichaamssystemen om de kernonderdelen van de leerstof te bestendigen en het
weerspiegelt ook de veroudering van onze bevolking Een nieuw en gemakkelijk te gebruiken functie is toegevoegd voor de uitgebreide en
variërende selectie van populair web gebaseerde online zelfevaluatie taken Extrra gekleurde micrografie ën en foto's evenals bijgewerkte
illustraties Aangevulde verklarende woordenlijst voor een vlug en gemakkelijk te gebruiken referentie naar veel gebruikte terminologie.
Personalize learning with MyLab By combining trusted author content with digital tools and a flexible platform, MyLab(tm) personalizes the
learning experience and improves results for each student. You are purchasing an access card only. Before purchasing, check with your
instructor to confirm the correct ISBN. Several versions of the MyLab(tm) and Mastering(tm) platforms exist for each title, and registrations
are not transferable. To register for and use MyLab or Mastering, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will provide. If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access codes for the MyLab platform may not be included, may be incorrect,
or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller before completing your purchase.
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